


Introduction & Contents
Welcome to issue 2 of Brain Scrapings, my personal zine. I intended this issue 
to come out in March, then May, then July and it’s finally here in August 2009. 
The first issue came together rapidly as it collected a lot of pieces that I’d 
written over several years. Of course, that meant that when I came to do this 
issue I needed to start from scratch, which is when I got writer’s fear. You know 
that inner critical voice that pipes up? Well, mine started shouting... what do 
you think you’re doing? You can’t write! Who would want to read about your 
personal life? What makes you so interesting? And other things along those lines.
 
I didn’t suffer from a lack of ideas - they kept multiplying like rabbits, triggered 
by things such as it being the centenary of Darwin’s birth and the theme of 
International Women’s Day  being inspirational women. I just couldn’t seem to 
sit down and actually write, or if I did, I couldn’t finish. I’m sure this is a familiar 
story to many of you out there. So, did I find a magic bullet? Not really, I just kept 
reading creativity and productivity books, blog posts, and listening to podcasts 
(yeah, I know great procrastination techniques), and finally remembered that 
doing this zine was supposed to be fun. It became about the process of creation 
again rather than just the finished results. It became about doing this for me 
rather than anyone else, though hopefully a few of you out there will enjoy it!
 
This issue includes an interview with me about being nominated for a British 
Fantasy Award for The Girly Comic: the small press comic I edit and co-
publish, an edited and expanded article about my experiences of coming off 
anti-depressants, a comic strip reflecting on my relationship with science, and 
pieces about John Hughes films, things I’ve been digging and a mini gig review.
 

Luv & jellybabies

Selina
 

Communications and trades welcome via selina.lock@googlemail.com
 

Cover design and formatting assistance by Jay Eales.
 

Cover image from brain blogger (http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3251/3137589099_
96494ef5ce_o_d.jpg) used under CC License. Anatomical drawing of a brain 
from a 16th century medical book, on how to prepare the skull for section.



In ConversATIon wITh selInA loCk By PeTer TennAnT
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PT: Hi Selina. As a starter, perhaps you could tell us a bit about your own 
connection with comic books/graphic novels. What is it about the medium 
that appeals to you, both as reader and writer? What advantages does it have 
over prose storytelling?

I think what appeals to me most about comics is the wide range of storytelling 
techniques that can be used because of the combination of words and images. 
The juxtaposition of text and pictures can tell several different stories at once, 
which can be harder to do in other mediums. I read an eclectic mix of novels, 
short stories and comic books, so I don’t prefer one medium over another, it’s 
just a case of whichever medium works best for the story you are trying to tell.

I usually choose to write a comic strip if the story is coming to me as strong, 
defining single images. One of the major aspects of writing comics is deciding 
which images to focus on out of the hundred that could be used to tell the 
story. Or I might decide to write something as a comic if I want to reference, 
or was inspired by, a famous piece of art, for example one strip I wrote 
based in World War 1 was partly inspired by a poster asking women to do 
their bit, and the artist incorporated that poster style in the final panel.

From a creative point of view, I also enjoy collaborating with artists. I’ve 
been very lucky in that all the artists I’ve worked with have added their own 
touches to the strips to make them even better than I could have alone.

PT: What led you to create The Girly Comic and how would you say that it’s 
different from other publications in the field? What’s a typical Girly Comic 
story, if there is such a thing?

I got into comics when I met my partner Jay Eales, and started going to comic 
conventions when the Bristol Comics Festival started in 1999. I generally didn’t 
buy much at those first few Bristol festivals, as there was only a handful of titles 
that appealed to me. On the way home from Bristol 2001, I was complaining 
about the lack of female role models in comics and Jay basically suggested I 
put my money where my mouth was. So, I created The Girly Comic, initially 
as a vehicle for my own writing and that of other women, and aimed at a 
female audience (primarily the comics widows who are dragged kicking and 
screaming by their boyfriends to comic conventions). It quickly became clear 
that we knew far more male comic creators than female, so I changed the 



premise of the comic to requiring that each story had a female protagonist.

There isn’t really a typical Girly Comic story, as they range from space 
adventure to paranormal detectives, and from comedic superheroine hi-jinks to 
autobiographical. The main thing they all have in common is that they feature a 
female main character.

PT: And where did the name Factor Fiction come from?

It was the name Jay came up with for the imprint he created to publish 
Doctor Who charity fanthologies (fan anthologies) at the tail end of the 
1990’s, and we kept the name when we moved into publishing small 
press comics. He liked the Fact/or/Fiction interpretation, and wanted 
to avoid an imprint title that seemed too limiting. Plus, as a dyed in the 
wool comics aficionado, I don’t think he could resist the alliterative name.

PT: Which comics were an inspiration for what you’re trying to achieve with 
The Girly Comic?

The comic that finally convinced me that there were comic books and graphic 
novels out there that I would love was the first volume of strangers in Paradise 
by Terry Moore. This was because the main two characters; Francine and 
Katchoo were the kind of women I could empathise with, that made me laugh 
and made me want to be friends with them. So, I was more inspired by the 
idea of a comic containing female characters that readers could relate to.

PT: You decided to take The Girly Comic online in 2008. What was the 
thinking behind that decision, and do you feel the move has been a success?

To be honest we haven’t put the effort into promoting the online version 
that it needs to make it a success. I’m also unsure how well an anthology 
translates into a webcomic, compared to an ongoing storyline that keeps 
readers coming back every day or every week. These are issues we’re going 
to have to explore and work on, as we do plan on moving over to more 
online publication, and using print on demand services such as Lulu.com.

The main reason for moving online is the escalating cost of printing and 
lack of distribution options for print comics, something I’m sure is all too 
familiar to independent and small press prose publishers. Small press comic 
very rarely make a profit of any kind and we publish because we love the 
medium. It tends to be something of an evangelical pursuit for those of us 
who become involved for the long haul. Our main sales opportunities are at 
comic conventions, which we generally do well at, but still cost a lot in terms 



of time and money, when you factor in all the hotel rooms, eating out and 
bar tabs. It is increasingly difficult for small press publishers to get into comic 
shops because there is one main comic book distributor: Diamond, who 
usually take around 60% of your cover price and only carry products that will 
sell over  US$2500 worth of stock. Small press just doesn’t fit their business 
model. To side-step Diamond, it takes an immense amount of energy to 
convince comic shops to deal directly, as it’s such a small part of their business 
to deal with the hassle of individual invoices for as few as ten comics at a time.

Another interesting thing we discovered when we first announced our intention 
to take the anthologies online was that everyone was positive about it as the 
right thing to do, and yet it became a lot harder to convince creators to stick to 
their deadlines. With a print issue, we would set the deadlines around comic 
convention dates, and the pages would come in by those dates. With the online 
webcomics, we planned to have a rolling deadline, with a new page going up each 
day, drawing on the archive of strips we had already published, mixed in with 
newer material as it arrived. In practice, without the looming deadline, creators 
who had otherwise been as regular as clockwork, stopped dead, and pages 
would dribble in, months late. Obviously, the print medium still counts for a lot.

Online publishing gives us the potential to reach a much wider audience, 
once we find appropriate ways to market the site! It allows us to conserve our 
finances in the short term, to concentrate on printing fewer periodicals, but 
higher end books later on, which will hopefully appeal to some of those new 
readers we’ve picked up online, who want a collection for their book shelves.

PT: Looking further ahead, in the long term do you think electronic publishing 
is going to replace print?

I think some forms of publishing will become electronic only. For example, 
I also work as an academic librarian and the vast majority of academic 
journals are online subscriptions because that’s what the academics want.

However, I think print is still going to have a place for a long while in publishing 
fiction, as there are those of us who still love to own and hold print copies, 
especially special editions. I know webcomic creators who make their living 
from their comics, as although their strips are freely available online people 
still want to buy associated merchandise, such as books of the collected 
strips, prints and t-shirts. We’ve been doing The Girly Comic and violent! 
(the other regular anthology title Factor Fiction publishes) for a long time, 
and always been complimented on the quality of our comics, but we’ve 
received a lot more attention from the release of our first hardback collection, 



printed by the same printer who does such a great job on books for the likes 
of PS Publishing, Telos and Elastic Press. All culminating in the short-listing 
of The Girly Comic Book volume 1 for the British Fantasy Awards this year.

PT:  On your website, you say that initially, you were receiving far more 
submissions from men than women. Five, six years on are you still seeing that 
imbalance, or has the gap narrowed? More generally, far more men than 
women seem active in the various fantasy genres (e.g. you’re one of only 
four women nominated in the BFAs). Why do you think this imbalance is?

It’s nice to be able to say that there are now far more women visibly 
active in comics than when I started The Girly Comic. The introduction 
and popularity of manga has been a big part of this, as it attracted a young 
female audience. Out of this audience have emerged many female creators, 
who have fused the manga influence with other influences and created a 
new wave of comics online and in print. We still receive more submissions 
from male creators than female, but the gap is definitely narrowing.

As well as being involved in comics I’ve also been active in several SF&F 
communities over the years, including Terry Pratchett fandom, Jasper Fforde 
fandom and Doctor Who fandom. I would say there is a pretty even split among 
the sexes in some areas, such as Fforde and Pratchett conventions, whereas, 
DoctoWho fandom was very heavily male dominated before the new series. 
There were literally a handful of active female fans in the UK. Why? I have no idea!

Despite the lack of female representation in the BFA nominations I would still 
argue that there are many female creators out there in SF&F, particularly in the 
crossover genres such as paranormal romance or supernatural crime.

PT: Tell us a bit about The Girly Comic Book 1. Sell it to us. What can potential 
purchasers expect for their money?

“One of the undisputed stars of the small press.” - savantmag
“An absolute gem of a publication” - Comics Creators Guild

Cheaper than buying the individual issues, wrapped up in a luxurious 
hardback edition printed by the same company who does such a 
sterling job for many of the publishers in the FantasyCon dealers room.

Comics superstar, creator of the Felix Castor novels and all round good 
egg, Mike Carey described the book thus, in his introduction: “You’re 
about to encounter native American spirit-walkers, squabbling role-
play gamers, image-obsessed superheroines, battling zodiac signs, serial 



killers, zombies, talking cats and dragons and cockroaches, domestic 
violence with a sci-fi twist, and the darkest fairy tale ending outside of 
the Coen Brothers – and truly, that doesn’t even scratch the surface of it.”

The Girly Comic Book volume 1 contains 278 pages of comicky goodness from 
a healthy mix of creators, including industry professionals such as John Stokes, 
Mike Collins and Simon Fraser, veteran indy creators like Lee Kennedy, Terry Wiley 
and Jeremy Dennis, and introducing talented new discoveries in the British small 
press scene and beyond. If you want a glimpse of the creators who’ll dominate 
the British comics scene in years to come, chances are they’ve been in our pages.

Mike Carey again, for a final exhortation: “Buy the book. Buy another 
copy for your mum. Make them rich, and hopefully they’ll keep on doing 
what they do for a long, long time.” Can’t say fairer than that, can we?

PT: What do you have planned for the future with The Girly Comic?

We’ll be bringing out Issue 20 in time for the Caption small press convention 
in Oxford in August. Caption is the longest running British comic convention, 
and which I also happen to co-organise (ww.caption.org), and Issue 21 for 
the British International Comics Show in Birmingham in October. Due to the 
current financial situation we’ll be looking again at our online publishing 
endeavours for 2010, and longer term plans include publishing The Girly Comic 
Book volume 2 in hardback, and further collections as and when warranted.

Gig Mini-Review: Footprints Tour 27/01/09, The Musician, Leicester. 
Performances by Charlene Soraia, Jon Allen and Kamila Thompson.
We’ve been to loads of great gigs this year and I intended to review several, but this 
was the only one I made notes on!
 Charlene Soraia is an act to listen to and absorb rather than sing along to. 
She had a kooky but charming stage manner, and her Vocal style was reminiscent of 
Eddi Reader on some of the Fairground Attraction album tracks.
 Jon Allen is more of the toe tapping type folk singer/songwriter, who 
occasionally whips out a harmonica. Stand out track of the night was his single Dead 
Man’s Suit. He’s been getting lots of air play on Radio 2 since we saw him live and 
seems to be attracting a lot of attention.
 We immediately warmed to Kami Thompson as she came on stage and 
blithely annouced that “I lost my virginity to a man from Leicester and needless to 
say I’ve had better times in Leicester since!”
 Her musical style shares some similarities to that of her brother Teddy, who 
I’m a fan of. She mainly sang cathartic songs about the sadder and darker side of 
life. Subjetcs included break-ups, the end of the world, cars that break your heart, 
guys that will be the death of you and the things that you think about people but 
would never say to their face. We would have bought her album, but it had been 
subject to very unfortunate delays.



In early 2009, I watched Fast Food Nation and read Harvest for Hope by Jane 
Goodall. With all this information about current food production practices, I had 
the sudden urge to try going more organic and healthy, so we started having an 
organic vegetable box delivered again (our last attempts failed due to cabbage 
overload!) This article chronicles some of my attempts to move us over to a 
more organic/ free range diet where possible. I didn’t get the urge to go veggie 
this time, which is what happened when I researched factory farming at the age 
of 14!

Of course, I have wonderful timing, as Jay pointed out... we’re in the middle of a 
recession, and I decide to buy more expensive food?! Yep, because it makes me 
feel better. I no longer need to feel guilty about what I’m eating from an ethical 
viewpoint, most of the time. It’s also given me a new creative outlet in the form 
of cooking.

After the first box delivery from Abel & Cole, I found myself in possession of 
two large beetroots. I have never cooked beetroot in my life, so I put a call 
out on my livejournal and twitter for recipes. Thanks to all the beetroot 
afficionados out there, I got a wealth of suggestions. Roasting seemed to be 
the favourite way of cooking, alongside ideas for pickling, making borscht and 
beetroot cake (much like carrot cake I guess). Turned out to be interesting 
to try some new stuff, as I haven’t really tried beetroot since the vinegary 
stuff of childhood salad nightmares and fresh beetroot tastes very different.

A bit of recipe searching on my part also suggested that some kind of beetroot 



and pasta dish might be a good idea for one of them, which led me to trying 
a recipe for Keith’s Lovely Beetroot Penne from the Abel & Cole website, 
which meant roasting the beetroot and then mixing it with pasta, cream 
(I substituted low fat creme fraiche in an effort to be more diet friendly), 
walnuts and lashings of parmesan.

Verdict: put a few too many walnuts in, but otherwise nice and tasty. Plus 
it turned everything pink and we enjoyed eating pretty pink pasta. This 
has turned into a favourite for when we get beetroot in the box. Other 
successful beetroot recipes we’ve tried are Pink (Roasted Beetroot) Risotto, 
Beef & Beetroot Casserole done in the slow cooker and Beetroot Curry (the 
sweetness of the beetroot works well in curry).

The following week, I asked the suppliers to exclude the celeriac (yuck), 
green cabbage and kohlrabi (Jay and cabbage do not mix!) from the box. 
Unfortunately, I didn’t realise that meant they were likely to substitute red 
cabbage instead... So, I tried a Delia recipe for braised red cabbage with apple. 
Not a success, as the cabbage didn’t seem to be cooked (it was still a bit 
crunchy) despite being in the oven for nearly 3 hours! Jay was not impressed 
with the taste at all, and I was left with a bowl full of partly cooked cabbage 
that I didn’t know what to do with... in the end a bit more boiling, some stock 
and a lot of chili powder turned it into hot and sour cabbage soup, which sat 
in the freezer for quite a while until a week where I was too broke to buy 
anything more interesting for lunch! I made coleslaw with the other half of 
the cabbage, which I assumed I would eat, but as it turned out, too much 
cabbage made it rather inedible after a couple of portions. The red cabbage 
kept turning up in the veg box for several weeks and I did get sick of bloody 
red cabbage!

In my new persona of domestic goddess, I also even attempted to make 
chicken stock from scratch. I have never made stock from anything other 
than an oxo cube in my life. Many books and programmes assured me that 
homemade stock would taste sublime. They forgot to mention that due to 
trying to strain said stock from a massive saucepan, and then decant to various 
tubs for freezing, half of said stock would end up over the kitchen floor, walls 
and ceiling! Suffice to say  that I will be sticking to oxo cubes from now on.

Making the stock was part of my drive to get as much value as possible 
from one chicken, so I also did roast lemon/ garlic chicken (yummy 



for me, Jay not so keen), a Morrocan tagine using the chicken legs 
(very tasty but time consuming) and a chicken/ lemon risotto (risottos 
of many kind have now become a staple in our household, though 
standing over a saucepan for half an hour doesn’t ‘alf give me backache).

Another new vegetable to me was Jerusalem artichokes, which we tried 
sauteed with garlic and mushrooms (quite tasty, and also quite good 
roasted). Over the months, I’ve been pleased with some creative use of 
store cupboard ingredients, which have helped with keeping down the 
spending. One of my favourite investments has been the Abel & Cole 
cookbook, as it has measurements I can get behind (sploshes, glugs, mugs 
and handfuls!) and lists all the ingredient substitutions you can make in 
order to use up all those veg box odds and ends. I am always substituting 
ingredients in recipes (sometimes with disastrous results) so this allows 
me to swap things around with ease. In fact all this experimentation has 
made cooking much more fun and boosted my cooking confidence.

Other successes have included a lovely winter veg/ cauliflower curry (though 
parsnip in curry was just wrong, wrong, wrong), banana bread (my previous 
attempt was like a lead weight and the laughing stock of Jay’s workplace). 

Rather less well received were the low fat veggie lasagne (the topping was 
just weird), courgette fritters (very sour and not quite cooked through due 
to cooking on the George grill instead of frying), blueberry bran muffins 
(the mixture was so heavy it flattened the muffin cases, but tasted okay and 
certainly good for keeping you regular!) and Pumpkin and Ricotta Canneloni 
(substitued squash for pumpkin and accidentally put in mascarpone instead 
ot ricotta! Tasted nice & creamy but the canneloni was just flat pieces of 
pasta as all the filling leaked out).

I haven’t been through a whole year of the veg boxes yet, so I wonder what 
strange and new recipes Autumn and Winter will bring?

Beetroot Photo by Annie Mole, used under CC License.
(http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3240/2790571154_a3e9c8e61f_b_d.jpg)









Coming off the pills
(This is an edited version of posts I made to the Crazy Like Us blog in February 2009)

So, after nearly three years, I am currently coming off my anti-depressants. I 
was on 20mg a day of Citalopram and lucky that while taking them I had no 
noticeable side effects.

Using anti-depressants is a very personal choice and it turned out to be the 
right one for me. However, it wasn’t easy to start using them as it meant finally 
admitting that I was depressed and that I couldn’t cope.  I went through a phase 
of bursting into tears several times a day, including at work and this is why I 
chose pills. I needed to stabilise myself so that I could start dealing with my 
depression and work out what other help I needed.

I have been to three different counsellors alongside using the anti-depressants, 
the most successful counselling treatment was the cognitive behavioural therapy 
I received in early 2008. I strongly believe that anti-depressants should never be 
used as the only course of treatment, as they merely mask the symptoms rather 
than deal with the unhelpful thinking patterns behind depression. Unfortunately 
counselling is not always offered as a matter of course and I had to ask for what 
I wanted. I’m lucky that underneath my depression I still occasionally had the 
urge to take action and fight for what I needed. For many people suffering 
from depression the will to act is often the first casualty of the condition.

The general advice from GPs about coming off anti-depressants seems to 
be that you should only come off them once you’ve felt okay for 6 months 
and then to cut down to a pill every other day, then one every two days etc.

I had three weeks off work before Xmas with my ME/CFS and IBS which was 
frustrating, but didn’t put me into a really bad place mentally, which it would 
have done previously. So I decided I was ready to start cutting down the pills. I’ve 



been cutting them down for the last month or so and finally stopped taking them.

Which is when the withdrawal symptoms kicked in! Sheesh, major waves 
of dizziness and nausea, despite following advice to cut down in stages.

I felt reassured that it was withdrawal symptoms, rather than some fun, new 
ME symptoms, due to the previous comments posted on the Crazy Like Us blog 
about similar experiences. Plus, some Googling revealed hundreds of posts on 
message boards from people complaining about dizziness and nausea when 
coming off citalopram.

I ended up having a couple of days off work, as I couldn’t cope with the dizziness 
on top of my ME, but I’m pleased to say that everything is abating now. Back at 
work and minimal dizziness.

I have been waking up at about 3am every morning this week, which I suspect is 
another symptom of my body adjusting to coming off the pills, but I’ll reinstate 
my sleep hypnotherapy CD tonight and see if that helps.

The hardest part of coming off the anti-depressants is trying to decide what 
is “normal” for me. Before my depression, I would very rarely get upset or cry 
because I tended to push all my feelings deep down inside. Now I’m double-
guessing myself and thinking “am I upset because I’m coming off the pills?” The 
answer seems to be no, mainly when I’ve got upset the last few months it’s been 
due to things most people would find upsetting, and I generally deal with them 
sensibly and quickly. I still need to work on accepting and recognising my feelings 
and then working through them, but I feel I’m doing the right thing for me.

Overall, I’m pleased to be off the pills after three years, despite the small hiccups.

Update (August 2009): I’ve adapted successfully to life without anti-depressants. 
Sure, I get bad days where I feel crappy, when life gets on top of me and I’m 
extremely grumpy to my other half, but don’t we all? I still cry far more than 
I used to, but in a cathartic rather than desperate manner. I now generally 
recognise a depressive mood, accept it and try to take action to lift myself out 
of it. But it can still be a struggle, and I admire anyone who manages to live with 
depression on a daily basis.

Photo by Son of Groucho used under CC License. 
(http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2225/1779934598_f58fe95904_b_d.jpg)



As I was putting this issue together, I heard the news that John Hughes had 
passed away. I know very little about him as a man, but as a film writer/
director/producer his films had an enormous influence on my teenage years. 
To honour his passing, I decided to watch my three favourite Hughes films: 
Some Kind of Wonderful, Weird Science and The Breakfast Club. These, 
alongside films such as Misfits of Science, Mannequin, Pretty in Pink and Say 
Anything were in constant rotation between my family’s VCR and the local 
video rental shops during the 80s. As soon as I could pass for 15 (which was 
about age 12 as I was already 6ft by then!) it became a ritual for me to visit 
the rental shop at least once or twice during a weekend, getting out as many 
films as I could afford.

Rewatching Some Kind of Wonderful, I still feel a warm glow and thrill at 
watching the love triangle story of Keith, Watts and Miss Amanda Jones 
play out. What alienated teenage girl, with artistic leanings and their own 
unrequited crushes, could resist the doleful face of Eric Stolz (Keith), or the 
soft centre wrapped up in a spikey attitude that was Drummer Girl Watts. 

Hughes was the King of the teenage Cinderella story, and in Some Kind of 
Wonderful he gives us many versions of that fairytale. Keith gets the Princess 
(Amanda Jones), overcomes the ugly stepsisters (the rich gang led by 
Amanda’s ex Hardy Jenns), gaining confidence in the process, and finally gets 
his real Princess (Watts). Amanda gets the Prince (in our eyes anyway: Keith), 
turns her back on the ugly stepsisters (stuck up best friend Shayne), and 
finally finds the inner strength and beauty to match her Princess looks when 
she decide to be alone rather than with the wrong person. While finally, poor 
Watts gets recognised (underneath that short hair, leather jacket, tattoos 
and tough exterior) for the Princess we know she is. Of course, I may be a 
little biased with regards to Watts, as I may have had the short hair, but never 
the nerve to go for the rest of the look...

Of course, Some Kind of Wonderful also has one of my favourite romantic 



gestures ever when Keith buys diamond earrings with his college fund, and 
hangs a painting of Amanda in the local art gallery! I’m pretty sure that the 
novelisation (which I owned long before the DVD ever came out), had Watts 
accepting the earrings and then arguing that they were getting a refund on 
them in the morning... I mean the girl had much more sense than Keith.

Favourite Quote: 
Watts “Break his heart and I’ll break your face.”

Next up was Weird Science and yep, it appears I still love it, even though 
I’m more than twice the age it’s aimed at. I think I enjoy it so much because 
it’s just so bizarre! I mean, it involves making a woman using a computer 
and arcane rituals that include wearing a bra on your head, nuclear rockets 
appearing through the middle of a house, catatonic grandparents in a closet, 
insane bikers, photographs dancing, snow falling in a bedroom, a kitchen 
spontaneously turning blue and making a bullying brother into a blob monster! 
Yet underneath it all are the very human, frail characters of Gary and Wyatt, 
who seemed to me at age eleven like extremely sweet guys. Weird Science 
once again has the Cinderella motif appearing, with Lisa (one very hot fairy 
godmother) helping Gary and Wyatt to find their true potential, shine as 
heroes and of course, get the girls. These days the concept of Lisa belonging 
to Gary and Wyatt because they created her just screams exploitation, but I 
can even forgive it that due to the boys being so naive, and Lisa being such 
a strong character.

Favourite Quote:
Wyatt “Gary, why are we wearing bras on our heads?”
Gary “It’s ceremonial.”

Of course, The Breakfast Club has Cinderella Syndrome breaking out all over 
the place, as the oddball crew from the different cliques of an American High 
School unexpectedly start bonding all over the place. I always found the high 
school genre fascinating because it all seemed so clear cut; you were a brain, 
a cheerleader, a jock etc. Whereas, in British schools, you knew who was 
popular, who wasn’t and all the colours in between but there didn’t seem 
to be quite the same straightforward groupings. Hughes again shows off his 
talent for insightful dialogue that pierces through the fantasy he’s created, 
and brings reality crashing in with the scene where Brian the Brain (Anthony 



Michael Hall) asks what happens when they’re all back in school on Monday 
and Molly Ringwald’s character bluntly admits that she would ignore him as 
normal.

When I was younger, I liked Claire’s make-over of Allison (Ally Sheedy) from 
goth thief to pretty princess, but now I bemoan our wish to homogenise 
everyone in order for them to be popular. She looks much better and 
interesting as a goth, but the make-over works in the fictional world of The 
Breakfast Club.

Of course, who can forget the musical montage sequence of the characters 
bopping away in the library? In fact, the soundtracks are another reason to 
love Hughes movies as they are so evocative of the era, and especially The 
Breakfast Club, as it gave Simple Minds a No.1 hit with “Don’t You (Forget
 about Me).

Favourite Quote:
Brian “Dear Mr. Vernon, we accept the fact that we had to 
sacrifice a whole Saturday in detention for whatever it was that 
we did wrong. What we did was wrong. But we think you’re 
crazy to make us write this essay telling you who we think we 
are. What do you care? You see us as you want to see us... in the 
simplest terms and the most convenient definitions. You see us 
as a brain, an athlete, a basket case, a princess and a criminal. 
Correct? That’s the way we saw each other at seven o’clock this 
morning. We were brainwashed.”

 
We also ended up buying and watching Ferris Buller’s Day Off, as it’s one 
of Jay’s favourites. We noted while watching the occurence of several 
techniques, such as talking/screaming at camera and near misses with 
calamity, that would later appear in many other Hughes comedies, especially 
the Home Alone series.



Stuff I have been digging lately...

- monthly comics: Fables, Jack of Fables, House of Mystery
and Buffy (Season 8).
- let the right one In: An intense, slightly creepy, Swedish vampire movie about a 
bullied, shy boy who forms a friendhsip with vampire that looks like a teenage girl.
- Foot of the mountain: A new single from Norwegian group A-HA. I haven’t warmed 
to the whole album, but the single is very catchy and compares well to their 1980s hits.
- 1980s nostalgia
- True Blood: The new TV series based on the Sookie Stackhouse novels. I love the 
books and I think the series is doing a good job of capturing the essence of the 
books, while further developing the ensemble cast of characters. Interesting uses of 
the Sookie universe and some intriguing additions to the mythos.
- dead and Gone by Charlaine harris: The latest Sookie Stackhouse novel. This one 
gets things back on track after the last book, which seemed to be stuck in a holding 
pattern. Gore, mystery, family intrigue and, of course, more about Sookie’s always 
complicated love life.
- hardeep singh kohli: We went to a very interesting and entertaining talk by him 
and I’m now reading his book Indian Takeaway: A Very British Story.




